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A genetically encoded fluorescent probe for imaging of
oxygenation gradients in living Drosophila

ABSTRACT
Oxygen concentrations vary between tissues of multicellular
organisms and change under certain physiological or pathological
conditions. Multiple methods have been developed for measuring
oxygenation of biological samples in vitro and in vivo. However, most
require complex equipment, are laborious and have significant
limitations. Here we report that oxygen concentration determines
the choice between two maturation pathways of DsRed FT (Timer). At
high oxygen levels, this DsRed derivate matures predominantly into a
red fluorescent isoform. By contrast, a green fluorescent isoform is
favored by low oxygen levels. Ratiometric analysis of green and red
fluorescence after a pulse of Timer expression in Drosophila larvae
provides a record of the history of tissue oxygenation during a
subsequent chase period, for the whole animal with single-cell
precision. Tissue spreads revealed fine differences in oxygen
exposure among different cells of the same organ. We expect that
the simplicity and robustness of our approach will greatly impact
hypoxia research, especially in small animal models.
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INTRODUCTION

Oxidative phosphorylation, the most efficient pathway for ATP
generation in cells, depends on the availability of molecular oxygen.
Therefore, sophisticated oxygen transport systems, such as lungs
combined with blood circulation in tetrapods or trachea in insects,
have evolved in complex multicellular organisms. Local differences
in tissue oxygenation are of crucial importance during development
(Eliasson and Jönsson, 2010; Gustafsson et al., 2005; Mohyeldin
et al., 2010) and adult life, as well as during cancer development
(Forster et al., 2017; Noman et al., 2015). The importance of oxygen
gradients has inspired the development of a variety of oxygenresponsive chemical probes and imaging techniques (see e.g.
Carreau et al., 2011; Shao and Ashkenazi, 2015).
Over 20 oxygen-responsive plasma membrane-permeable
molecules have been reported during the last decade. Reversible
and ratiometric nanoprobes allow accurate and time-resolved
measurements (Dmitriev and Papkovsky, 2015; Fercher et al.,
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2010; Lee et al., 2009; O’Riordan et al., 2007). However, these
approaches suffer from complexity and require carefully controlled
cell permeation, causing issues such as toxicity for example
(reviewed by Dmitriev and Papkovsky, 2015). Dye-based
techniques are not sufficiently advanced for targeting reporter
molecules to specific organelles. Moreover, many of these methods
also demand sophisticated equipment (e.g. lifetime phosphorescence
microscopes), display modest spatial resolution and are time
consuming (Spencer et al., 2014; Yoshihara et al., 2015). Limited
tissue transparency is yet another problem encountered with
available methods of oxygen imaging. The accessible depth is
currently limited by the z-resolution of two-photon microscopy
(Spencer et al., 2014), while physical dissection of the experimental
animal or other complex multicellular object might lead to a
contamination with atmospheric gases and distort the analysis.
Another family of oxygen sensors comprises genetically encoded
fluorescent protein (FP) variants. Widely used biosensors are based
on hypoxia inducible factor 1α (HIF1-α)-derived promoter
sequences and/or degrons fused to FPs. Although these
biosensors are more convenient, they are indirect reporters. They
measure a complex biochemical response to oxygen concentration
rather than its concentration directly (Danhier et al., 2015; Ivan
et al., 2001; Misra et al., 2017; Santhakumar et al., 2012).
However, FPs can also be used to sense oxygen levels more
directly. All FPs are synthesized as non-fluorescent precursors. The
fluorophore develops during a maturation process that involves
cyclization of a defined region of the protein backbone into a
heterocycle, taking minutes to hours (Chudakov et al., 2010). While
fluorophore buildup and fluorescence in FPs are usually independent
of physiological variations in the intracellular milieu, two factors are
known to be important: temperature and the concentration of
molecular oxygen. Temperature affects the speed of the maturation
process, which is known to include one or several oxygen-dependent
oxidation reactions in the case of GFP/RFP maturation (Verkhusha
et al., 2004). The understanding of oxygen effects is incomplete. It
is clear that purified GFP/RFP-type FPs are unable to mature in
deoxygenated buffers (Heim et al., 1994; Inouye and Tsuji, 1994) as
well as in severely anoxic cells in vivo (e.g. Kaida and Miura, 2012).
Molecular oxygen is believed to affect fluorophore oxidation, but the
exact parameters of this reaction have not been analyzed in detail,
presumably in part owing to experimental complications of oxygen
control and the short maturation times of commonly used FPs [e.g.
14 min for EGFP (Iizuka et al., 2011), 15-30 min for mCherry
(Merzlyak et al., 2007; Shaner et al., 2004)].
In contrast to GFP-like FPs, flavin mononucleotide-binding
fluorescent proteins (FbFPs) do not require molecular oxygen and
are able to develop fluorescence under anoxic conditions (Drepper
et al., 2007). A FRET-based intracellular oxygen sensor FluBO has
been created in E. coli by fusing FbFP and YFP (Potzkei et al.,
2012). YPF is unable to mature under oxygen-deficient conditions,
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leading to scorable changes in the FbFP/YFP fluorescence
ratio. However, the irreversibility and high speed of maturation
limit the use of this biosensor to cells with a very rapid division rate,
where the mature probe is constantly diluted by cell growth,
resulting in low levels of mature FP. Furthermore, although the
ability of FluBO to serve as a reporter at nearly anoxic conditions
was well demonstrated, its functionality in conditions close to
physiological range remains to be determined. Therefore, it is
questionable whether it can be used in eukaryotic cells or model
animals. Recently, another oxygen-independent FP, UnaG
(Kumagai et al., 2013), was used to improve HIF1-α-mediated
hypoxia response sensing in cultured cells as well as in a mouse
model (Erapaneedi et al., 2016). UnaG fused to the oxygensensitive protein mOrange was placed under the control of
HIF1-α-responsive elements. Exposure to hypoxia resulted in
solely UnaG (green) fluorescence, since the mOrange fluorophore
was unable to mature. Dual (green and red) labeling marked
reoxygenized cells that pass the period of HIF1-α activation.
Unfortunately, the authors did not investigate the utility of the
UnaG-mOrange fusion for direct oxygen sensing outside the
context of the HIF1-α pathway.
Here we demonstrate that the oxygen concentration present
during maturation of the two-color DsRed FT protein in vitro and in
Drosophila larvae determines the resulting red-to-green
fluorescence ratio. The differences between hypoxic and
normoxic cells could be observed directly with a very simple
experimental setup (e.g. a fluorescence stereomicroscope). DsRed
FT readouts are very robust and stable upon fixation. Thus, DsRed
FT can be used for recording the history of oxygen exposure in
model animals with single-cell resolution. For the first time, to our
knowledge, we report a whole-animal map of oxygen exposure
history, acquired with single-cell precision.
RESULTS
Identifying a fluorophore pair with different oxygen
requirements

To investigate the effects of oxygen concentration on the maturation
of different fluorophore species, we have chosen DsRed FT (also
designated DsRed-E5NA), a non-aggregating form of DsRed that
can be used as a fluorescent timer protein (Terskikh et al., 2000;
Yanushevich et al., 2002). This DsRed derivate is able to mature
competitively into either (1) a green fluorescent form or (2) a blue
fluorescent intermediate form that slowly transforms further into (3)
a red fluorescent form (Fig. 1A). Maturation of the green form occurs
more rapidly than the blue to red transformation (Subach and
Verkhusha, 2012; Verkhusha et al., 2004). Therefore, after a pulse of
DsRed FT expression, blue fluorescence is detected initially,
followed by green and eventually red fluorescence (Verkhusha
et al., 2004). The green and red fluorescent species are terminal
forms that do not mature further. Nevertheless, green fluorescence
disappears eventually in parallel with an increase in red fluorescence.
This green to red change results from robust quenching of the green
fluorescence by Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET). FRET
from the green to the red fluorophore occurs with very high
efficiency within the tetrameric DsRed FT complexes (Fig. 1B,I)
(Verkhusha et al., 2004). While this feature contributes to the timedependent change from green to red fluorescence, it precludes the
simple translation of the fluorescence ratio into precise ratios of
the different fluorophore isoforms. In contrast to fluorescence,
absorbance is not significantly affected by tetramerization.
Therefore, in our in vitro studies we analyzed mainly absorbance
as a measure of the different DsRed FT species composition.
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At atmospheric oxygen concentration (21% O2), full maturation
of DsRed FT protein takes more than 8 h at 37°C. At room
temperature (25°C), maturation was even slower, providing good
temporal resolution for the analysis of fluorophore transformations.
To analyze the effects of oxygen concentration, we placed purified
immature DsRed FT samples in gas-tight cuvettes and saturated it
with oxygen-depleted (9, 12 or 15% O2) or normal (21% O2) air.
Our analysis revealed that the maturation dynamics of the different
spectral forms over time strongly depends on oxygen concentration
(Fig. 1C-H). Whereas the green form appeared to mature with a
comparable speed irrespective of oxygen concentration (Fig. 1F),
the red form experienced a significant maturation delay under
hypoxic conditions (Fig. 1G). Therefore, the red fluorophore
maturation pathway is significantly less efficient in hypoxia than
that resulting in the green fluorophore species. The blue-to-red
oxidation step appears to be the most oxygen-sensitive stage of the
maturation process.
nlsTimer is an in vivo sensor that responds to cell
oxygenation in Drosophila

The differential oxygen dependency of the two maturation pathways
observed in vitro suggested that DsRed FT protein might allow
analyses of differential oxygenation in tissues and organisms. To
evaluate this possibility we performed experiments with Drosophila
melanogaster. Fruit flies develop successfully in persistent hypoxic
conditions, tolerating as little as 7.5% O2 (Harrison and Haddad,
2011). Moreover, temporally regulated pulse-chase expression
under heat shock promoter control is well established in D.
melanogaster. To extend the versatility for future applications, a
transgenic line encoding a nuclear localization signal fused to
DsRed FT under the control of the UAS promoter (Brand and
Perrimon, 1993), UASt-nlsTimer, was established and used in
combination with an hs-GAL4 driver insertion. Progeny possessing
both transgenes (hs>nlsTimer) were collected and aged to the
second larval instar (50-72 h after egg deposition) before the
application of a heat shock (1 h at 37°C). After the heat shock,
larvae were aged for three additional days at 25°C and subjected to
rapid freeze fixation and imaging (Fig. 2C-G). As expected, strong
nuclear fluorescent signals were observed throughout the heattreated hs>nlsTimer larvae. Control experiments with larvae that
were not exposed to a heat shock (Fig. 2A,B), as well as with heattreated larvae carrying only UASt-nlsTimer but not hs-GAL4,
demonstrated that the vast majority of the observed nuclear signals
reflected heat-induced hs-GAL4-mediated UASt-nlsTimer
expression. Heat shock-independent UASt-nlsTimer expression
was detected only at low levels in single cells within salivary
glands, eye discs, brain and other tissues (Fig. 2B, Fig. 4D-G). The
high signal-to-background ratio in the heat-treated hs>nlsTimer
larvae allowed whole-animal confocal imaging and fully automated
recognition of fluorescent nuclei in z-stacks, followed by
quantification and accurate numeric determination of the ratio
between the red and green fluorescent signals (r/g ratio) in these
nuclei (Fig. 2G). This r/g ratio clearly varied regionally, and the
spatial distribution of nuclei with particularly high or low r/g ratios
appeared to be in line with expectations concerning tissue
oxygenation. For example, the most reddish nuclei were located in
the posterior spiracles, i.e. in the posterior ends of the tracheal trunks
where ambient air diffuses into the tracheal system (Fig. 2F).
To demonstrate that r/g ratios were indeed reflecting oxygenation,
we selectively destroyed one of the tracheal trunks in 3-day-old
larvae, just after the heat shock performed as described above. After
3 days of incubation at 25°C, the larvae displayed a clear lateral
2
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asymmetry in r/g ratios (Fig. 2H,I), with increased red fluorescence
in the intact domain, indicating that nlsTimer maturation responds to
trachea-mediated oxygenation.
Color of nlsTimer fluorescence correlates with the level of
external oxygen supply

To confirm that oxygen concentration is indeed a major determinant
of the r/g ratio resulting after nlsTimer expression, we incubated
hs>nlsTimer larvae after heat shock at different oxygen tensions
(5%, 10%, 15% and 21%). Thereafter, aliquots of larvae were
collected at daily intervals and analyzed by ratiometric imaging.
These analyses revealed a dependence of nlsTimer fluorescence on
oxygen concentration, as expected based on the in vitro
experiments. The r/g ratio correlated well with oxygen
concentration (Fig. 3A-C). We note that the vast majority of
nuclei in larvae raised in normoxic conditions showed an r/g ratio

above the average values from animals exposed to 5% hypoxia
(Fig. 3C). Therefore, the dynamic range of the nlsTimer reporter
appears to cover the physiological range of oxygen concentrations
present in cells of larvae developing under normoxic conditions.
Parental DsRed is considered one of the most pH-tolerant FPs
(Baird et al., 2000). DsRed FT variant maturation itself has been
shown to tolerate a wide range of ionic strength, pH variations
within the physiological range (7.0-8.0), variation in protein
concentration and the presence of EDTA (Terskikh et al., 2000).
Although we have not excluded these factors experimentally, we
consider it unlikely that these parameters vary persistently in vivo to
an extent that could produce a major effect on the readout.
The color of mitochondria-targeted DsRed1-E5 protein has been
shown to change upon incubation of cells in conditions promoting
the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Laker et al., 2014).
To exclude direct ROS effects on our readouts we performed several
3
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Fig. 1. Fluorescence color changes
during maturation of DsRed FT. (A) DsRed
FT maturation can occur via distinct oxygendependent pathways that generate
fluorophores emitting the indicated colors.
(B) Efficient FRET from green to red
fluorophores (bent arrows) in tetramers
quenches the emission (wavy arrows) of
green but not red fluorophores. Quenching
further enhances the differential oxygen
dependence of the two maturation pathways,
resulting in a very high oxygen sensitivity of
the red-to-green fluorescence ratio.
(C,D) Oxygen concentration affects in vitro
DsRed FT maturation into spectroscopically
distinct forms. Newly synthesized DsRed-FT
was purified and exposed to 9% (C) or 21%
(D) oxygen. Absorbance spectra were
determined at the indicated time points.
(E-G) Maturation dynamics of distinct
isoforms. Whereas the green isoform (F) is
relatively insensitive to oxygen
concentration, the blue (E) and red
(G) isoforms are strongly dependent on
oxygen. (H) Ratio of red/green isoforms
depends on oxygen concentration.
(I) Fluorescence of the green isoform
declines with an increase of red
fluorescence. Excitation and emission
values used are shown. Note the increase of
red (Em574 nm) fluorescence excited by
blue (Ex460 nm) light (dashed line). This
signal largely corresponds to the
intratetrameric FRET. The experiment was
performed at normoxic conditions. A
representative experiment out of three
replicates is shown.
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experiments. First, we exposed maturing purified DsRed FT protein
to H2O2. We found that in a wide range of concentrations (up to
1 mM, which is much higher than is physiologically relevant), H2O2
has no effect on DsRed FT maturation (Fig. S1A), as has been
described for its parental protein DsRed (Gross et al., 2000). Also,
feeding larvae with the ROS-inducing compounds paraquat and
rotenone did not result in significant changes in r/g ratios (Fig. S1B).
Color differences of nlsTimer fluorescent isoforms are
retained upon fixation

To show that the variations in r/g ratio resulting after a nlsTimer
expression pulse and chase period are not destroyed by standard
fixation, we opened and fixed hs>nlsTimer larvae treated as
described above. Selected organs were dissected and mounted on
microscope slides. In fixed samples, the r/g ratio varied between
different organs (Fig. 4) with a slight red shift when compared with
unfixed samples (Fig. S2). Highly tracheated organs were more redshifted than less tracheated organs. The most oxygenized organ

appeared to be the trachea and the most hypoxic structures the
posterior regions of the fat body. Interestingly, differences in the r/g
ratio were also apparent within a given tissue. Regions of the fat body
adjacent to trachea showed elevated levels of red fluorescence
(Fig. 4B). Within the central nervous system, reddish cells were more
numerous in the ventral nerve cord than in the brain lobes (Fig. 4A).
Another interesting example of fine variation was observed in the
midgut. Comparison of fluorescence in the large nuclei of enterocytes
with that in the small nuclei of circular muscles around the gut
revealed an elevated level of red fluorescence in the latter (Fig. 4C,
inset), indicating a higher oxygen supply in these cells.
These results demonstrate the capacity of our technique for
identification of cell-to-cell variation and also indicate that fixation
does not interfere with the use of nlsTimer as a reporter of the
cellular history of oxygen exposure.
Approaches shown above for larvae (Figs 2 and 4) can be
also applied to adult Drosophila animals (Fig. S3A) and organs
(Fig. S3B).
4
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Fig. 2. Variable red/green ratio after nlsTimer expression in vivo. Drosophila larvae with an hs-GAL4 and a UASt-nlsTimer transgene were subjected to heat
shock (C-G), or not (A,B), and imaged after 3 days of recovery at 25°C. Maximum intensity projections (A-D) or single focal planes of the anterior (E) and posterior
(F) region of the larvae shown in C and D displayed at higher magnification. Different tissues display distinct red/green ratios. e, epidermis; ph, pharynx; fg,
foregut; pr, proventriculus; fb, fat body. (G) Heat map of the red/green ratio in the larva shown in D. Each circle corresponds to one nucleus. See also Movie 1. n=5.
(H,I) Disruption of tracheal trunk leads to lateral asymmetry in the color of nlsTimer. Larvae were prepared as in C-G. Tracheal trunks were collapsed with
forceps immediately after the heat shock. (H) Larval abdomen. Dorsal trunk breakages are marked with red arrows. (I) Whole larva view. Note the dramatic
decrease in red/green ratio in the corresponding damaged half of the larva. Contrast is set differently from C-G to cover the full dynamic range. Representative data
from three consistent experiments are shown. At least three animals were used in each experiment.
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DISCUSSION

Oxygen concentrations within the human body vary from tissue to
tissue and are known to be severely disturbed under pathological
conditions such as diabetes, coronary heart disease or stroke.
Furthermore, hypoxia affects malignant growth and is a predictive
marker of poor clinical cancer outcome. Some strategies of cancer
therapy target hypoxic regions of tumors by drugs with a
cytotoxicity that is alleviated by reversible O2-dependent
oxidation (for reviews, see Carreau et al., 2011; Harris, 2002;
Vaupel and Mayer, 2007; Wilson and Hay, 2011). Thus, accurate
measurement of oxygen concentrations in patients or in animal
models is important for medical research.
In this study, we found that the maturation of distinct fluorophores
of DsRed FT is differentially sensitive to oxygen concentration. The
DsRed FT-based probe (nlsTimer) that we expressed in vivo

provides a clear example that fluorophore maturation can be strongly
influenced by physiological variations in oxygenation. We
demonstrate that the history of oxygen exposure of individual
cells within a multicellular organism can be recorded with nlsTimer.
This allowed the generation of a whole-animal map of intracellular
oxygen supply. We also show that the dynamic range of nlsTimer
allows differentiation within the biologically relevant range close to
normoxia. This physiological range is assessed relatively poorly by
other genetically encoded sensors. The simple experimental setup,
direct observation, stable and very robust output signals make
nlsTimer a useful tool for high-throughput analyses, such us genetic
screenings and oxygen exposure-mediated fluorescence-activated
cell sorting (FACS). Targeting of DsRed FT to other organelles than
the nucleus might also provide information about compartmentspecific oxygen supply.
5
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Fig. 3. Oxygen concentration determines
red/green ratio after nlsTimer expression
in vivo. (A-C) hs>nlsTimer larvae were heat
treated as in Fig. 2, followed by recovery in
different oxygen concentrations (5%, 10%, 15%,
21%, as indicated). (A,B) Red and green
fluorescence (A) and a heat map of the red/
green ratio (B) after 3 days of maturation. Note
that contrast is set differently from Fig. 2 to cover
the full dynamic range. (C) Dependence of red/
green ratio on recovery time and oxygen
concentration. The histograms were produced
from images similar to those shown in A. Curves
are based on data points from three or more
animals and 1500 or more individual nuclei from
each animal.
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The slow and irreversible maturation of nlsTimer prevents the
tracking of rapid changes in oxygen concentration, and in this sense
nlsTimer differs from sensors such as the GCaMP reporter family
for Ca2+ ions (Chen et al., 2013) or Hyper for peroxide (Belousov
et al., 2006). However, current methods to assess intracellular
oxygen concentrations with high temporal resolution suffer from
slow dye penetration into cultured cells (Fercher et al., 2011) or are
functional only at very low oxygen concentrations (Elowitz et al.,
1997; Kaida and Miura, 2012; Potzkei et al., 2012; Takahashi and
Sato, 2011) and are hardly applicable in animals. Moreover, if
created, a hypothetical cell-permeable or genetically encoded,
highly dynamic oxygen reporter with a broad dynamic range might
encounter problems when used in poorly transparent or large animal
models. Low optical transparency of a tissue of interest and the risk
of gas contamination upon intervention will likely make some parts

of the animal inaccessible for imaging. Although Drosophila larvae
are relatively transparent, allowing direct imaging through the body
wall, even more detailed results can be obtained with dissected and
fixed organ samples in the case of our nlsTimer approach. This
opens up opportunities for combining it with immunostaining or
other labeling techniques. Furthermore, tissue dissociation followed
by acquisition of relatively hypoxic or relatively normoxic cell
populations should be feasible with the help of FACS. The
limitation of the probe is its slow maturation speed that requires
3 days of chase at 25°C for the best resolution (Fig. 3C). It should
also be stated that the multiplicity of maturation reactions of DsRed
FT protein might result in non-additive readouts if the cell of interest
moves from a normoxic to a hypoxic environment or vice versa
during the prolonged time of the chase. Oxidation of the blue form,
which seems to be a limiting oxygen-dependent stage (Fig. 1C,D),
6
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Fig. 4. Variable nlsTimer red/green ratios in
fixed organ preparations. (A-C) Organs from
hs>nlsTimer larvae after heat shock and
normoxic recovery were dissected, fixed and
labeled with a DNA stain (DAPI, white). Variation
in the red/green ratio was observed between and
also within different tissues. (A) Central nervous
system with ventral nerve cord (vc) and brain
lobes (hs), proventriculus ( prov), gastric caeca
(gc) and midgut (mg). Eye (ey) and leg (lg)
imaginal discs, as well as the outer layers of the
brain lobes, display low levels of reporter
expression, presumably as a result of nlsTimer
protein dilution by extensive growth and cell
proliferation during recovery. (B) Fat body (fb)
cells adjacent to trachea (tra) have a higher red/
green ratio than those further away. (C) Midgut
region with Malpighian tubules (mt) and additional
tissues (see above). The inset below shows the
same panel with the color dynamic range
adjusted to display the difference between
enterocyte and visceral muscle nuclei
(arrowheads). (D-G) Control organs from
hs>nlsTimer larvae that were not exposed to a
heat shock. Imaging was performed with the
same settings as in panels A-C. Representative
data from three consistent experiments are
shown. Scale bars: 200 μm.
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might occur within relatively short periods of time. Therefore, the
probe might tend to report the maximum, and not the average,
oxygen concentration experienced by the cell (not shown).
We expect our assay to work well in other small poikilothermic
animal models (e.g. C. elegans, D. rerio) where pulse-chase
expression experiments are well established. Combining the twocolor oxygen reporter with a destabilization sequence might also be
helpful in model organisms, such as mice, where pulsed protein
expression is not an established routine. A future direction of
research is to engineer more rapidly maturing dsRed-FT derivatives
that will increase temporal resolution.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
DsRedFT-NA isolation and measurements

DsRedFT-NA in pQE-30 (Yanushevich et al., 2002) was transformed into
E. coli XL-1 Blue. A single colony in PBS was spread onto five to seven
Petri dishes and grown at 30°C for 20 h. Under these conditions of
expression, most DsRedFT-NA protein is still immature at the time of
collection and purification. Bacteria were washed from the dishes with
PBS and lysed by sonication. Soluble FP was isolated using the metal
affinity sorbent TALON (Clontech) according to the manufacturer’s
recommendations.
Protein samples in sealable quartz cuvettes (117F-QS, Hellma Analytics)
were saturated with air containing 9, 12, 15 or 21% O2 using bubbling
with an Everest Summit II generator (Hypoxico) for 10 min. The tightly
closed cuvettes were placed into a Varian Carry 100 multichannel
spectrophotometer and measured in parallel for 3 days at room temperature
(see Fig. 1). In the experiment shown in Fig. S1A, protein samples were
supplemented with hydrogen peroxide at the concentrations indicated.
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For whole larvae preparations, the animals were mounted on a drop of
90% glycerol/PBS, covered and flattened with a coverslip, incubated at
−20°C for 20 min to prevent movements and imaged. To reveal intestinal
organs, which are masked by light scattering resulting from the presence
of a large fat body, early third instar larvae with small fat bodies were
selected for Fig. 2. To prepare fixed tissue samples, larvae were opened in
cold PBS, inverted and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 20 min.
After three washes with PBS the organs were dissected and mounted in
90% glycerol/PBS. Adult brains were dissected in PBS and fixed as
described above. For comparison of native and fixed tissue, organs were
placed on poly-L-lysine (Sigma) coated slides, imaged, fixed as above and
re-imaged.
Microscopy and image analysis

Acquisition of image stacks was performed with a Leica TCS SP2 confocal
microscope equipped with a 10× objective, with an Olympus FV1000
confocal microscope equipped with a 10× or 60× objective, and with a
Nikon FN-1 microscope equipped with a 10× or 20× lens. z-spacing was
1 µm. Optical slices were processed individually in CellProfiler (Kamentsky
et al., 2011) for object recognition and quantification of red and
green intensities. Single-slice data were then imported into MATLAB
(MathWorks) software and the r/g ratios plotted as histograms or scatter
plots. The 3D animations shown in Movie 1 were generated using Imaris
software (Bitplane).
Image analysis

All confocal images were acquired on a Carl Zeiss 700 microscope and
analyzed using ImageJ.
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oxygen tensions.
Feeding larvae with ROS-inducing drugs was performed by adding
rotenone (0.4 mM, Matrix Scientific) or paraquat (10 mM, Sigma) to the fly
food. Larvae were placed into drug-containing food immediately after the
heat shock and incubated for 3 days at 25°C.
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Fig S1. Timer maturation is not affected by ROS significantly. A. H2O2 does not have a strong
effect on Timer maturation. Timer samples were obtained as in Fig 1 and let to mature for 48 h
at room temperature in the presence of designated concentrations of H2O2. Graph shows
absorbance at 480 nm (green) and 560 nm (red), and their ratio (black line); all values were
normalized to the corresponding value at zero H2O2. B. Larvae raised as in Fig 1 and exposed
to ROS-inducing agents paraquat or rotenone for 3 days do not display any significant change
in the color of nlsTimer maturation. Lateral images of abdominal regions are shows to display
the most hypoxic and most normoxic regions of the larvae. Dorsal and ventral sides are marked.
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n=5. Bar is 200 μm.
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Fig S2. PFA fixation retains the nlsTimer red/green gradient in a slightly red-shifted
dynamic range. Larvae prepared as in Fig 2 were dissected, organs were immobilized on poly-
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L-lysine coated slide and imaged prior and after PFA fixation. Bar is 100 μm.
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Fig S3. nlsTimer probe can be used in adult animals. A. 3 day-old flies were exposed to heat
shock for 1h at 37°C and let to recover for 3 days at 25°C. While the head and the thorax
express more reddish fluorescence, the abdomen displays green coloration. Bar is 1 mm. n>10.
B. nlsTimer induction in adult brains, 3 days after the heat shock. Slight differences between
individual cells can be observed. n=5. Bar is 50 μm.
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Movie S1. Detailed view of the larvae shown in Fig 1A-H. Individual z-planes are shown as
animation. Automated nuclei recognition and ratiometric analysis of fluorescence signals was
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performed with Imaris (Bitmap).

